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soil testing laboratory 
laboratory 

PPP mode soil test labo-
ratory functional 

household farmers soil health card 
soil health card 

soil testing 

soil testing laboratory function-
ing PPP mode 

soil testing labo-
ratory functional 

soil testing laboratory 
soil testing formally

PPP
mode 
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building structure half down ) 
in-

complete bill submit 
withdraw incom-

plete bill  

builing 

APSC select 

Dispensary, Sub-Centre 
RIDF 

infrastructure development 
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VFA 

quality 
certified 

ultimately 

hybrid 
hybrid 

ultimately certified
tag 
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Assam Seed Corpo-
ration National Seed Corporation 
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fix 
1971, 24th March fix 

“CAA” CAA CAA 
fix 

heart 

CAA AASU, State Govern-
ment, Central Government and other organisation 

Parlia-
ment Citizenship Act 1955 section-6 amendment 
6-A insert parliament pres-
ently contradict contradict

CAA
CAA citizenship amendment
Act 1955 section 6A contradict 

CAA central 
amendment citizenship Act 1955 amend 

Central Act. Parliament parliament contradict
Act prevail 

Citizenship Act 

ultimately 
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sentiment 
red carpet totaly contradict 

CAA favour 

high level committee High
level committee submit Home Deparment 
accept State Government receive Receive 

recommendation, recommendation 

IMDT Act 

verdict clearly Immigrants Expulsion Act
1950. Act Act 

CAA is become a political issue. 

issue Election CAA 
CAA 

Act clause Act 

 incident incident
Act 

treat-
ment 

clear 
issue resolve resolve 
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IMDT Act
IMDT Act main barrier 

IMDT Act 

Explulsion Act
 Supreme Court 

Act 

political issue. 

raise 

dicission Please Please,
debate action This is not a

debate Silent Please.

interruption.........
interruption.........
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next
question action

interruption.........

special discussion 
inter-

ruption.........

attend attend 
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¿Âõøû̧þËéÂ± öÂ±ùÍßÁ persuation 
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dream project 
Chairman 

function 
,

NDDB 

NDDB  NDDB risk NDDB 
interruptions....

interruptions....
Second supplementary.

interrup-
tions. .. construction 
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Press
Meet 

interruptions....

Silence please. No debates please. Question No. 47 is over.
Now Question                      No. 48. Please interruptions....

escort-
pilot, security security

interruptions....
Please interruptions....

interruptions....

escort-pilot, security

escort-pilot, security
security

interruptions....
secu-

rity
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interruptions....
supplementary 

Sub-Divisional Agricultural Office, Alopaty repairing
repairing

estimate repairing estimate
Sub-Divisional Agricultural

Office 
service 

Knowledge Centre ADO wise
 availability of departmental land What is this

Sir Department should approach
us. We are the public representative. If there is no land, we will
arrange the land, if there is  higher agricultural production, Knowl-
edge Centre should be there.

Godown
geographical terrain is

difficult. 
 godown  

cost of production potato production 

, we get result.30
lakh metricton   produce  

raise  Marketing Board  

capacity 
storage facility

These are all wrong
reply. 

supplymentary  
suggestion  initiative  

cold storage 

cold storage 
producer 
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Food Processing Ministry Government of India  sub-
sidy  

Agriculture is a Science.  

Horticulture  Director  
cold storage  

HMNES  sub-
sidy  cold storage  

Director  
subsidy 

cold storage  
cold storage cold storage 

cold 
production  

storage
production 

MSP credit  

Revenue Minister  
Co-operation  
godown  

Industry 

production production
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specific  

Sub Divisional Agriculture Office 

Sub Divisional Agriculture Of-
fice knowledge centre  

Question No -49. 

en-
quiry in general 

Chief Secretary Level  

 
mislead  
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branding 
pack-

aging
packaging

incentive 
in-

centive 

,
self sufficient 

 self sufficiency 
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subsidy 

self sufficient self sufficient target
self sufficiency 

forest schedule 2 differentiate 

declassify 
deschedule 
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 Agriculture 

coordination  
coordination 

Department related Officer
Project 
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ADO

ADO 

/
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AK-47 
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greater interest 

greater interest 
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assured

cold storage 

cold storage 
cold storage 

cold
storage 

cold storage

cold storage 
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distributor 
distribution distributor 
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cut motion 

solar pump 

per capita 
consumption 

process food 
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seed farm
seed farm 

seed farm seed farm 
seed farm 

farm 

repeat
near about

70% ,80%  Agricuture economy 
economy enhance 
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land for agricuture

convert affidavit 

vacancy 

vacancy 
fillup agriculture 
sub-division  

sub-division SDO ADO 
Junior vacant Assistant
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Agriculture Inspector Agriculture Ex-
tension Assistant BLEW 54 

Driver  Gr-IV 

Agriculture sub-division   position
 sub-division circle

ADO circle ADO circle 

paddy procurement 

MSP 
procurement 

Agriculture Marketing Board test 
moisure Agriculture Marketing Board 

moisure
quantity hu-
midity 

paddy procurement center 
moisure test 70% 

paddy pro-
curement 
paddy procurement 

terget 
terget fulfill paddy procure-

ment center 
paddy procruement center 

transportation 
transportation charge 

neno urea 
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neno urea neno urea 
neno urea 

taking neno urea
neno urea taking

neno urea 

coal storage coal storage 
need base 

survey coal storage coal storage

traditional 

storage 
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edible oil 
master palm oil

National Mission on edible oils and oil palm  
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"Har khet mein paani"
shallow tubewell

shallow machine 

ADO ADO 
AEA
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process

interruptions

(Hon’ble Chairman Shri Ramendra Narayan
Kalita in the Chair) 
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Horticulture 
Floriculture 

FPC  

Horticulture 

irrigation  

RKVY, NFSM  

commercial  

FPC 
harvester, mini

rice mill  

transporta-
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tion 
APART  APART  

Mini Combine Harvester Paddy Transplanter 

reform  
SOP  

seed 

Pestiside
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ADO Assistant SDO
Director 

Gradation 
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 attached 
attached 

attached 

attached 

ADO Circle office 
godown 

godown 
ADO Circle ADO godown 
Machinery Power Pump Agricul-
ture subsidy subsidy

subsidy Hand Spray
Machine spray machine 

spray machine 
spray machine 

spray machine 

Machinery 
online portal  online portal upload

 ADO Circle  Computer Computer
Operator 

ADO Circle  Computer Computer Operator 

 whatsapp Strawberry Capsicum 
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Strawberry
Strawberry Strawberry Capsicum
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PPC 
PPC 

PPC 

PPC 

PPC 

PPC 
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rainfall, terrain,
soil type

soil condition acidic soil
condition Acidic soil condition testing 

awarness Agriculture Department 

awarness 
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Group of Minister coordination

typical weather condition, 
environment policy high rainfall 
state. 

Rawat Mondal Commission 2007  
Rao and Deshpande 

 multi commodity control atmosphere system 
cold storage cold storage 

commodity control
atmosphere 
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water melon 
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water melon 

Horticulture 

organic organic
production incentive 

organic 
organic 

organic 

vi-
sion document 

livelyhood mission 
irrigation 

irrigation  irrigation 

vision document 

PMKISHAN
Nidhi extra 
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position 

contradiction contradiction 

crop intencity 

cold storage capacity 
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fertilizer

coal
storage 

RKVY 

PM 
CST. CST
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Irrigation 
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establish

co-ordination 
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Net Cropped area Gross
Cropped area
Cropping intensity

Agriculture Commission
Dr. H.S. Gupta

 Cropping
 recommendation

Agriculture Commission Chairman 

Soil Test Soil
Testing 

Soil Testing Laboratory Soil Testing Labo-
ratory 
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Agriculture Mission
Manpower shortage shortage

AEA  recruitment process
Written Test ADO

recruitment Written Test JE recruit-
ment process  Agricultural
Extension Assistant Commission 

G.U. 

manpower shortage 

manpower

ADO Circle  
cover NRC elec-
tion

DC Office
DC Office

DC , Veterinary Agriculture
service 

directly  indirectly

RKVY, NFSM, NMOOP,  PMKSY, PMKISAN, PMFBY
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, 

seed 
seed link component link
component  Link com-
ponent 
certified seeds Ashka Ashoka seeds

certification Tender 
seed

supplier short supply
Seed supply NSC 

Seed Corporation supplier Supplier 
ADO Circle ADO

ADO 
ADO

ADO Circle, Knowledge Centre 

Millet Missio  launch

techinical support 
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guide 
floriculture 

production  
GDP  

Cluster  
Farmer's Producer Organization  

Horticulture involve 
export involve Domestic Market 

APART 

export export 

requirement 

ITGR deactive
mini cold storage 

cold storage 
cold storage PPP mode 

Solar cold room 
cold storage
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PPP mode cold room 
Horticulture  scheme  HMNES subsidy

cold storage sub-
sidy 

irrigation  coordina-
tion  irrigation  coordination 

irrigation  pump  

irrigation  seheme  
subsidy subsidy

subsidy 

APART 

pro-
duction  
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MSP  MSP  
production  production 

link 
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debate
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Agriculture Infrastructure Fund

Management  Project Commu-
nity funding etc 

Agriculture
Infrastructure Fund 

Horti-
culture 
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“The Assam Appropriation (No.I) Bill, 2023” 
 Under the provision of Article

2071 of the constitution of India I, Shri Gulab Chand Kataria, Gover-
nor of Assam recommend the introduction of “The Assam Appropria-
tion (No.I) Bill, 2023” in the Assam Legislative Assembly

 Parliamentary Affairs Minister 

“The Assam Appropriation (No.I)
Bill, 2023” 

Under the provision of Article
2073 of the constitution of India I, Shri Gulab Chand Kataria, Gover-
nor of Assam recommend that the “The Assam Appropriation (No.I)
Bill, 2023” be taken into consideration by the Assam Legislative
Assembly

 Parliamentary Affairs Minister 

“The Assam Appropriation (No.I)
Bill, 2023” 
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Parliamentary Affairs Minister 

“The Assam Appropriation (No.I) Bill, 2023” 

“The Assam Appropriation (No.I) Bill, 2023” 

lunchbreak, the House adjourned till 03.00 P.M .

Sub-Center CHC 

Track 
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SBI  LIC invest

Child Mar-
riage Child Marriage 
The Gauhati High Court has expressed a strong displeasure over
Assam Government decision to convert Matia transit camp in
Goalpara district which houses of Foreigners

Active 

tax collection 
tax collection GDP 

 GDP 
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infrastructure 

natural resources 
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extra judicial
killing 
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non cadastral village 
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Sherman Ali Ahmed : Hon’ble Speaker Sir, at the very outset, I
would like to move by amendment in page 32 after the word, the
Hon’ble Members, the following shall be added before Sl. No. 105,
shall be renumbered as 106, Sl. No. 105. My Government has la-
tently flowed at the fundamental right protection of life and personal
liberty guaranteed under Article 21 of our constitution by indiscrimi-
nate eviction of landless people during the last two years. Further,
my government has also discriminated against different reasons of
the state in matters of developmental works. I, therefore, take this
opportunity to request my government to uphold the constitution val-
ues at any cost and observed Raj Dharma, Royal Administering the
state in future. 

protection of life and personal liberty
under Article 21. protection of life and

personal liberty foundamental right 
This is case law, not established case

law. So, Bhagwati J. held: We think that the right to life includes the
right to live with human dignity and all that goes along with it, namely
the bare necessaries of life such as adequate nutrition, clothing and
shelter over the head and facilities for reading, writing and express-
ing oneself in diverse forms, freely moving about and mixing and
commingle with fellow human beings.
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The Judge conceded that “the magnitude and content of the components
of this right would depend upon the extent of the economic development
of the country”, but emphasized that “It must, in any view of the matter,
include the right to the basic necessities of life and also the right to
carry on such functions and activities as constitute the bare minimum
expression of the human-self”.

 

We
do not have of a sympathy of these people. 

pro-
tection of there foundamental right guaranteed under Article 29,21
are of paramount importance for any welfare state. 

where has do
the right of children, where has right of the children education

beacause in some pockets there are the devel-
opmental is lacking for behind. 

otherwise, we
Assam of a state has remained always backward.
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tribal
insurgency 

issue 
press conference 
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how is it possible. 
advertise 

without a single court case  

ACS, APS 

Chatrapati Shivaji 
Sardar Ballav Bhai Patel 

Sardar
Ballav Bhai Patel Chatrapati Shivaji 

,
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When we are going
to tell our story 

archelogical 

world heritage nomination 

UNESCO world
heritage 

UNESCO world heritage 

contribution 

GDP 
GDP projection per capita 

per capita develop by14% and Assam has
grown by 17%.
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GDP. 

DA 
DA 

per capita growth 18.26% per capita
growth 14.24% 

assessment

GDP, debt
GDP ratio 32% cross We are maintaing debt
GDP ratio just at 23%. 32% 23%. Reserve
Bank 

state 

factual status factual status 

32% debt GDP ratio 
23% debt GDP ratio we are riding a solid economy. 

Casual employee 
Home gurd 

DA 

Presentation 
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same to same 

G.D.P I just need three  years . G.D.P
G.D.P

Now we
are chasing Punjab

maternal mortality
N H

M maternal mortality 480 195 .

maternal
mortality and infant mortality 

indirectly 

POSCO Act I
totally deny. Guwahati High Court has not passed any such judgement,
with authority I am saying .

Oral remarks

But my Advocate Gen-
eral has clarified me that no negative comment has been made.

Law POSCO 

As a Chief Minister of Assam, with all command  and responsibility
Guwahati High Court has not passed any negative com-

ments against Assam Govt.
 Please do not defame Assam
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 These are serious offences Crime
against woman are increasing

Crime against woman has drastically declined to
12000

consolidated question 
consolidated 

Nalbari Medical College has been recognized as a 12th Medical
College of India. 
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accuse

Elemen-
tary Education Secondary        Education
provincilized 

modern technology
0-12

top of the line invest-
ment

amalgamate

toothpaste, soap 
GST Mao, Karl Marx 

philosophy philosophy 

Education has to be student centric, Education can-
not be teacher centric
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 Its an open offer. 
sanction 

authorize interruption......
in-

terruption......
interruption......

Public education

static mineral deposit
tax

Who will stop me? 
consciously

  What is the alternative? 
power plant

Coal India  agreement Ghatampur U.P.
agreement 

last option Hydel project

conscious decision , 
apologetic decision process

power plant This is a conscious decision of people of
Assam. decision 

power plant 
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We procured 3.5 lakh matric ton .

handloom sector handloom sector 
handloom sector strong stand 

strong stand mastard seed
procurement  

mastard seed

privilege  

development 

difference  
Procurement centre

FCI beat Food & Civil Supply Corpo-
ration 

CMGSY 

DC video confer-
ence  SC/ST stu-
dent cast certificate  student cast cer-
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tificate 
SC/ST/OBC 

cast certificate 
cast certificate 

cast certificate EODP  
rank aspirational

category 3rd category  2nd
category top  

institutional birth  
institutional birth only

22%. institutional birth 
institutional birth 

We are closing in. Every year we are improving. 
irrespective of any Government, Health sector 

data  Government Sec-
tor institutitional delivery 61% Government Sector

institutitional delivery 74%. Our Government hospiatl is do-
ing much better than the Government hospital of entire India. 

application, appli-
cation 

NPS,OPS NPS
NPS 

OPS
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NPS OPS 

interruption-----
deci-

sion  

NPS  
OPS  
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below peverty
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accused

Sabka Sath Sabka Vikas
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but otherwise 1.5 

selection power

parliamentary
accused

memory fresh

quality

minority  majority sanction 
minority 

minority 

communal attack 
encounter com-

munal clash 
 encounter  revolver

sensitized 
heroin sensitized 

programme 
drugs revolver 

appeasement  politics 
2 kg heroin  

revolver 
House  criminal  there will be no
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encounter police 

encounter provision  there has to be 2 party
2 party encounter 

 image 
 police 

against women
crime has come down to 12,000 yes but every action has to be as per
law lawful action lawful ac-
tion we have ordered enquiry  lawful action 

lawful action  SP  arrest 

 paper cut 
 victim victim

victim 
case SP 

jail 
encounter 

drugs 
rape encounter 

 drugs 

 

drugs 
 harsh 

Act 

 revolver  arrest 
 court 

maximum conviction 
conviction 

conviction rate fake encounter 
without judgement fake 
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adjective 
Conviction rate 

fake encounter without judgement fake 

fake fake
As per the mendate of CrPC 

If  they are true Indian citizens. 

Global Warming 

Justic and
fair play 
Anarchy 
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Human Elephant
Conflict 

You raise to the occasition 

You have to identify the original problem

Child Marriage 

Population Control Act. 

Child Marriage 

I will imple-
ment that. 
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I am a criminal in the eye of law. I am accused in the eye of
law. 

That is the minimum we can do for our
daughter.  daughters day  whatsapp greetings

 daughters 

 

you will have a soft
heart, 

it has to be a
combination of both. 

Communal 
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High court has given us a
order. eviction 

eviction 

evic-
tion 

potential create 

with full sense of confidence and  conviction

annual expenditure
 42 thousand has become one lakh

22 thousand expenditure

eviction 

District forest settlement officer 
Claims and Objection 

 
Claims and Objection 

eviction 

self contradictory 
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talk show 
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This is the mandate of FRBM Act. 
FRBM Act 
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fiscal discipline 

GDP 
that

will be carry forward. 

holiday interest &
principal 

Peerless 

break It is unevent full discussion
borrow 

Finance Commission wave 

FRBM 
allow 

allow 
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reply 
reply clarification specific 

election campaign 

move 

withdraw

withdraw 

policy 

EWS
reservation Economically weaker section reserva-

tion 
EWS Eco-

nomically weaker section deprive 
section 

,
Withdraw 
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EWS 
withdraw

move 
clearification 

withdraw 

withdraw 

Science Stream Introduc-
tion Girls High School Higher Secondary 

, 
State University. 

equally importance initiative 
Success 

Withdraw 

/


